Dear <<First Name>>

We are at AidEx 2013 - Stand #H20
NEW! See the HIPPO SPAZA* in action

AidEx 2013 starts this Wednesday!

Our exhibition material arrived just in time today. We look forward to also demonstrate some of the Hippo roller’s other uses at this year’s expo - Stand #H20.

* The Hippo Mobile Spaza uses the Hippo roller as a transport vehicle and display facility for products to be sold in rural and informal communities.

Read more about its other uses i.e. instant mobile shop, irrigation cap, filter cap, emergency response kit, emergency transport for the sick and injured.

Please encourage your contacts in Brussels to visit our stand at AidEx 2013 from 13 - 14 November.

Many thanks.
Grant Gibbs
grant.gibbs@hipporoller.org

Did you know millions of women in South Africa and other developing countries are forced to carry heavy containers of water to their homes every single day?

The Hippo Water Roller has already improved 300,000 lives. We need YOUR sponsorship to provide this appropriate technology to those unable to afford it.

Will your organisation help?
Millions are desperate for your support.

BECOME A SPONSOR
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